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AFCEA Strategic Plan 2013–2017

I. PURPOSE



such as the United Kingdom, have already taken significant budget cuts and curtailed new procurements. The

U.S. National Debt Reduction Act (NDRA) will bring significant cuts in U.S. budgets starting in 2013, although technology and intelligence efforts may have some relief in

the early years. Fiscal policies to address the crisis are

introducing an unprecedented level of uncertainty that

may continue through the life of this plan.



A. This plan establishes the five-year strategic vision for

AFCEA International (hereinafter “AFCEA” or the

"Association”).

The global security community that the Association

serves and the market for its industry members are

changing dramatically. Accompanying that change is the

application of new policy, processes, governance and

technology to new ways of sharing information and applying knowledge. AFCEA must change along with its

community as it is an important catalyst in the partnership among government, industry and academia. This

plan establishes the goals and objectives for the Association to make necessary changes while providing the highest level of service and remaining financially sound.



2. Budget cuts often bring travel and conference re-



strictions. The depth of the budget reductions in Europe

and the United States has caused unusual policy restrictions on travel, training and conference attendance.

Most severe are the US restrictions requiring a 30% reduction from 2010 levels on travel and conference expenses for all government agencies. The new policy, issued by the Office of Management and Budget, also imposes new review and approval procedures for conferences which will require longer planning cycles and earlier forecasting to the government. We need to expect and

plan for reduced attendance levels globally.



B. This strategic plan provides the framework for decision making and investment. It establishes the priorities

necessary to sustain AFCEA as a world-class organization.

This will be a living document, updated annually to reflect

environmental changes. It provides the basis for execution planning and budgeting in the headquarters and in

every region and chapter.



3. Asymmetric warfare, terrorism, the cyber threat and

the increasing number of international Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief (HA/DR) missions require increased information sharing and collaboration among

government agencies and non-government organizations . In some cases, this collaboration is a new initiative.



C. This is a strategic plan for AFCEA, not AFCEA headquarters. AFCEA is a complex organization with a small,

dedicated, full-time staff and a robust set of volunteer

leaders at the international, regional and chapter levels.

With more than 35,000 members organized in more than

130 chapters and sub-chapters around the world, the Association will use this plan as a unifying force to coordinate the energies of all members, volunteers and staff,

providing direction for the AFCEA team at every level.



4. Nearly all warfare and security activities are becoming

joint and coalition as a result of the changing threat and

the world economy. This puts a premium on international

relationships and cooperative efforts.

5. The nature of the changing threat profile has shifted

more responsibility to the security elements of governments globally. In the United States, the Department of

Homeland Security is the national lead for cyber security,

border and internal security and disaster relief. The department is facing a growing call to run national networks. Other federal agencies, along with state and local

organizations, have become integral parts of the homeland security enterprise.



II. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

This section of the plan examines a snapshot of the

change process, including trends that impact AFCEA at

every level. The Association will update this environmental assessment annually.

A. Global Security Community Environment.



6. Cyber defense has become a priority, and it has transitioned into the joint and inter-agency domain. In the

United States, cyber warfare has been moved into the



1. The global economic crisis has put pressure on defense

and security budgets around the world. Some nations,
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U.S. Strategic Command. A sub-unified command, the

U.S. Cyber Command has been created and tied to the

National Security Agency. Other countries have taken

similar approaches.



cal dialogue among government, industry and academia

on issues of critical importance in the global security community. The Association supports government customers

ranging from senior decision and policy makers to technology providers to the acquisition community.



7. The Intelligence Community now finds itself straddling

the defense and security communities and attempting to

balance requirements.



Asymmetric warfare has changed the threat profile and

the definition of the global security community. It now

includes the U.S. Department of Defense, ministries of

defense, the Intelligence Community, the homeland security enterprise, the other departments and agencies at

the national and coalition levels involved in security and

counter-terrorism, and agencies at the state, local and

tribal level that employ and support first responders.



8. The emphasis on security also extends to critical infrastructure industries and the associated parts of government, including finance, health, transportation, energy

and public utilities.

9. Globally, industry and government are in a closer defense and security partnership than ever before. In the

United States, Congress has mandated that industry provide public cloud support for the Department of Defense,

moving into an independent provision of information

technology (IT) infrastructure.



2. Industry. AFCEA supports small, medium and large

business. The sustaining-, large-, and medium-sized corporate members represent the core of industry and provide the majority of information technology products and

services in support of governments. The Association

needs to draw these large companies into the forums and

events that further the dialogue. Government decision

makers and acquisition corps look to larger companies as

a source of future technology, solutions and insight.



10. The administration and Congress are placing unprecedented pressure toward IT acquisition reform. Similar

acquisition reform efforts are underway in the European

Union and NATO.



These larger companies also have the resources to provide many of AFCEA’s volunteer leaders who support

committees and fill essential roles at the regional and

chapter level. In addition, larger corporate members are

an important source of sponsorships and contributions to

the AFCEA core mission areas and the AFCEA Educational

Foundation.



11. Relatively low budgets for research and development

will place much of the burden for technology enhancement on industry. In the United States, the defense strategy seems to be moving to a leaner force structure more

reliant on technology for agility and lethality. Technology

investments will be made early to harvest savings and

increase productivity in the out years.



While larger companies provide the majority of products

and services for government, much of the innovation and

local services support comes from small business. Nevertheless, important small business assets are often overlooked because there are too many small businesses for

governments to track. Governments have more trouble

communicating with small businesses than with larger

companies, and small businesses have difficulty gaining

access to key government decision makers. AFCEA serves

as a catalyst for bringing together these groups, and small

businesses often join AFCEA to gain this access. Small

business must be comprehensively represented on AFCEA

committees and in the leadership at the regional and

chapter level. AFCEA can provide a broad set of services

to help small businesses that might lack depth of resources in critical areas.



12. Emerging technology implementation is occurring

faster in industry than in government. Industry will need

to work with government on exploitation of major technology movements, and government will need to make

its unique requirements known to industry to avoid industry responding only to consumer demand.

B. Customers

AFCEA is a chapter-centered, member-focused organization with members in governments, industry and academia. AFCEA reaches across the global security community. The Association bridges the defense, homeland

security and intelligence communities, with focus on

command, control, communications, computers and intelligence (C4I), cyber security and every aspect of information technology.



3. Academia. AFCEA runs significant scholarship and

grant programs designed to promote science, technology,

engineering and mathematics (STEM) and to allow stu-



1. Governments. AFCEA’s mission is to promote an ethi3



dents and teachers to pursue education and careers in

technical fields that will benefit the community. Scholarships are presented both by the AFCEA headquartersbased AFCEA Educational Foundation and by chapters.

Grants are primarily provided through the local chapters

to mathematics and science teachers to help enhance

their programs at the middle and high school levels.

AFCEA also operates a professional development center

(PDC) that offers niche education and training. The Association has established many alliances with the academic

community to serve academia as well as other customers.



the middle and high school levels. Schools and specific

teachers are nominated at the chapter level, approved

by the Educational Foundation and receive grants

through the local chapters. Some chapters provide additional grants generated at the local level.

c. Professional Development Training. A variety of professional development training is conducted by the

AFCEA Educational Foundation. This includes classroom

training at AFCEA headquarters, at customer locations

and online. These courses are generally in areas related

to AFCEA’s mission and are not readily available

through other sources. The Association adjusts the content of courses to meet the demand of customers. It

also conducts or sponsors general training and education in C4I and information technology. This training

occurs in the classroom or online, and it may be administered by AFCEA or by an academic institution or commercial training company that is a partner.



C. Partners

Given the breadth and complexity of the market space,

AFCEA forms partnerships for specific activities. Partnerships can include other associations, academic institutions, members, customers and commercial companies

with compatible objectives. Decisions on partnerships

are driven by what is best for members and other customers.



3. Content and Knowledge. AFCEA has a responsibility to

keep its membership and its other customers as current

as possible on evolving policy, governance, processes

and technology relevant to C4I and information technology as it impacts the global security community. AFCEA

knowledge sharing comprises event and forum offerings,

news reporting, social media engagement, collaboration

activities and member-to-member communication opportunities. The major distribution resources include:



D. Service Offerings

1. Ethical Forums. AFCEA produces a variety of forums

ranging from workshops and roundtables to major conferences and exhibitions. These occur at the international, regional and chapter levels. AFCEA is exploring online

forums as well. The dialogue at events includes organizational transformation, emerging policy, changing doctrine, technology evolution, acquisition reform and development methodologies. The Association works across

defense, intelligence and homeland security to promote

synergy and improved communication.



a. SIGNAL Magazine. SIGNAL is a monthly publication,

available in print and digital format. Through in-depth

feature articles, it covers emerging technology and programs. SIGNAL is a high-quality publication referred to

as the number 1 membership benefit by many members.



2. Education and Training

a. Scholarships. The AFCEA Educational Foundation

provides scholarships to students pursuing education in

mathematics or the sciences leading to technical fields

that can support the global security community and to

students pursuing a career in STEM teaching. All funds

raised through the AFCEA Educational Foundation go to

scholarships, which is an important distinction. The

AFCEA Educational Foundation covers its administrative

costs through non-scholarship activities or through support from AFCEA International. Approximately one-third

of the scholarships provided by AFCEA are administered

from the AFCEA Educational Foundation. The remaining

two-thirds are funded and administered at the chapter

level for local scholarships.



b. SIGNAL Connections. SIGNAL Connections is AFCEA

International’s enewsletter, which is distributed by

email once a month. SIGNAL Connections features news

briefs, online exclusive articles, AFCEA news, blog content, information on member benefits, member personality profiles and event and chapter content targeted to

the region of the reader. Many regions and chapters

have their own newsletters for items of local interest.

c. AFCEA Online Directories. The AFCEA Online Directories feature profiles of leading information technology

organizations worldwide, broken down by topics. The

online directories include listing from all qualified companies, including nonmembers. A print version of the

full directory of AFCEA members, called the Source

Book, appears in SIGNAL annually.



b. Grants. The AFCEA Educational Foundation provides

limited grants for mathematics and science teachers at
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the ability to interface with governments and industry

wherever needed. With more than 35,000 members and

132 chapters and sub-chapters, it extends services in all

of the chapter locations. This capability is now enhanced

with growing online resources that allow the Association

to bring an international perspective to the dialogue

whenever appropriate.



d. Web Sites and Portal. AFCEA headquarters

(www.afcea.org) and many of the AFCEA regions/

chapters operate Web sites that are central to the distribution of content, information about events and

activities and provision of services. In addition, AFCEA

headquarters runs a portal to provide member-only

services. SIGNAL Online (www.afcea.org/signal) features content from the SIGNAL Magazine as well as

Web exclusive articles, breaking news updates, the

SIGNAL Scape blog, and links to videos, webinars and

the online directories.



3. The AFCEA Leadership Team. From the executive committee, to the board of directors, to regional and chapter

officers, to committee chairs and members, the volunteer leadership of AFCEA represents the highest levels of

governments, industry and academia in the global security community around the world. They believe in AFCEA,

and they serve selflessly as the Association’s ambassadors, giving tremendous amounts of time to the Association. In addition, to augment and support the volunteer

network, AFCEA hires and retains expert full-time leadership and skilled support staff.



4. Member Services. AFCEA provides a wide range of

services for both corporate and individual members.

These services are offered both through AFCEA headquarters and through the regions and chapters. Service

offerings are reviewed frequently and adjusted as needed to meet the changing needs of members. AFCEA is

responsive to member requests for new services. Benefits include training, finance and tax support, membership services (enrollment, renewal, service desk, data

bases, chapter reassignments, etc.), product and services

discounts and referrals. AFCEA International also manages award programs and provides technical/functional

assistance to support chapter programs.



4. Education and Training. AFCEA’s commitment and

investment in education and training are well respected

in the community and beyond. Few organizations offer

equally successful scholarship programs that direct 100

percent of funds raised to scholarships.

5. Quality Media. AFCEA provides award winning, reliable, relevant and timely content in all formats desired,

from online, to digital to print. SIGNAL Magazine is well

known and highly respected, and that reputation extends

to the growing online offerings that complement the

magazine and the Association.



E. Differentiators/Brand

AFCEA has a strong heritage, serving the C4I community

since 1946. Over the years, the Association has consistently proven itself as an ethical and trusted organization.

The Association’s bylaws prohibit lobbying, which enables AFCEA to facilitate a non-biased dialogue among

governments, industry and academia. It has a reputation

for delivering quality events and products, and it will not

take on a task if it cannot do it well. Government organizations often ask AFCEA to run events because they

know the Association will do so to the highest ethical and

quality standards. AFCEA is a member-based organization, and AFCEA members hold key positions at every

level in government, industry and academia. These

strong affiliations add to the trust equation of the Association and make coordination easier.



6. Recognition. The global security community within

which all members and constituents work and serve is a

diverse one. Individual contributions, even by the most

selfless, are often not recognized. AFCEA recognizes

those who make extraordinary contributions to excellence and enhanced security. Nominations are solicited

from every region and every chapter to ensure global

visibility.

F. Competitive Climate

1. AFCEA does not have many non-profits or associations

that are direct competitors, but there is competition in

specific locations and functional areas. The Association

works in harmony with other defense-related associations (DRA) and meets quarterly with their leadership to

determine how the associations can best support the

community. AFCEA also works with technical organizations, such as the Institute of Electronics and Electrical

Engineers, on mutually supporting efforts.



1. AFCEA Is More Than An Information Technology Association. The Association transcends the global security

community. It bridges the defense, homeland security

and intelligence communities, with focus on C4I, cyber

security and every aspect of IT.

2. Global Reach. The AFCEA regional and chapter structure gives the Association reach around the globe, with

5

















2. The Association’s greatest U.S. competition comes

from the commercial environment, where media and

event companies attempt to duplicate the types of information exchanges and content delivery that AFCEA

offers. Strength of program and quality are the best competitive tools in this space.

3. Internationally, there are organizations in Europe and

the Pacific that do compete with AFCEA regionally. The

Association stays aware of their efforts and tries to be

complementary in community support.
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III. VISION, MISSION AND CORE VALUES

A. Vision: To be the premier information technology,

communications and electronics association for professionals in international governments, industry and academia worldwide.



Cyber Security

Marketing and Communications

Membership Services

Publications and Media

Technology Exploitation

Training and Education

Young AFCEANs



The Association has determined enterprise goals and

strategic priorities, with high-level issues and actions, as

a framework for development and execution of the planning elements. Progress against the actions at the enterprise level and within each of the planning elements will

be measured and reported annually to support the revision process.



B. Mission: AFCEA is an international organization that

serves its members by providing a forum for the ethical

exchange of information. AFCEA is dedicated to increasing knowledge through the exploration of issues relevant

to its members in information technology, communications and electronics for the defense, homeland security

and intelligence communities.



A. Enterprise Goals:

AFCEA will:

 Set the benchmark of excellence for service to the

government-industry global security community.

 Strengthen community among government, industry

and academia.

 Provide a world-class forum for knowledge exchange

and networking.

 Promote world-class education and training that

meet the needs of the AFCEA community.



C. Core Values:

 Ethics: Insist on the highest ethics in everything we

do.

 Visionary Leadership: Apply visionary leadership in

our community and encourage it from our members

at every level.

 Commitment: Consistently demonstrate commitment

to continuous improvement of the Association and to

improvement of service to our members.

 Quality: Provide the highest quality in everything we

do.

 Education: Commit to do everything possible to further the education of our members and of the communities we serve.

 Diversity: Encourage, embrace and continually enlist

the support and inclusion of all members of our diverse international community.



B. Strategic Priority 1: Consistent and Comprehensive

Support to Our Constituency (Defense, Intelligence,

Homeland Security).

1. Issues:

 Increasing constraints on government engagement.

 Uneven application of resources.

 Lack of clear messaging.

 Inconsistent organization and focus.



IV. ENTERPRISE GOALS AND STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

2. Actions:

 Establish appropriately focused resources for defense, intelligence, homeland security, industry,

chapter operations and international

◦ Defense: establish customer-facing department;

create defense committee.

◦ Intelligence: fully use the support resources for the



The Strategic Plan will be achieved through the objectives, strategies, actions and measures established in the

13 planning elements. These planning elements are:

Community Engagement
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Intelligence Department, extending capacity and

nations and to U.S. government and industry.

reach.

 National differences in needs, priorities and law/

◦ Homeland Security: establish customer-facing deregulation require careful consideration on AFCEA’s

partment; increase emphasis on government enpart.

gagement; address the first-responder community

 Support requirements are different than domestic.

through the chapter structure.

 The tyranny of distance is a time and budget issue.

 Adjust government engagement to address emerging

policy; reconcile guidance; seek new engagement

2. Actions:

methods.

 Consolidate the customer-facing support for the inter Review and revise AFCEA messaging to embrace full

national community in the Brussels Office.

scope; ensure consistency in all AFCEA documentation;  Establish a full-time interface in the headquarters.

adjust over time as necessary.

 Realign and strengthen the OCONUS regions (attentive

to regional needs, language and culture).

C. Strategic Priority 2: Effective Support to Industry

 Reinforce regional partnerships (NATO, EuropeanUnion, other).

1. Issues:

 Strengthen collaboration with functional committees

 Large and small businesses have different value propo(defense, intelligence, homeland security, cyber, etc.).

sitions.

 Declining budgets are changing industry needs.

E. Strategic Priority 4: Training and Education

 Market turbulence is putting a premium on timely information.

1. Issues:

 Small business lacks internal depth of resources/

 Training and education are increasingly moving to the

services.

online environment and customers want an immer Industry (particularly small) has difficulty obtaining

sion approach where they can continue the education

visibility for lines of business/products.

process from any platform through synchronized access.

2. Actions:

 Training and education are often early targets in budg Establish a department focused on all aspects of coret reductions.

porate member support.

 Requests are increasing for tailored training, native

 Examine all current offerings to provide a more affordlanguage courses and cohorts.

able range of options.

 Cyber security is the most in-demand domain. Partner On a regular basis provide timely, actionable business

ing seems the only cost-effective way to address this

intelligence.

rapidly growing demand.

 Add small business services based on priorities estab Increased workload demands to support the facility

lished through the small business community.

clearance have led us to partnership with MITRE for

 Expand the provision of functionally focused business

classified training.

directories.

 Charitable fund raising is more difficult in challenged

 Create service packages.

economic conditions.

 Many corporate members are major contributors to

D. Strategic Priority 3: Engagement of the International

STEM education, but their efforts are not synchroCommunity

nized.

1. Issues:

2. Actions:

 Strategic initiatives, operations and supporting net More comprehensive and focused communications

works, command and control, and support functions

with the customer base to better forecast requireare becoming increasingly international.

ments. Focus through regions and chapters and for NATO and the European Union continue to be the

malize the process.

United States’ most important partners, but, as en Continue to pursue partnerships for online training

gagement in Iraq and Afghanistan winds down, priority

and education; develop alternative business models to

is shifting to the Asia-Pacific Region.

support diverse customer requirements.

 International efforts are important to the supported

 Leverage totally redesigned online content manage7



ment infrastructure.

 Make all training and education, including resident

training, responsive to the real-time needs of the government and industry; include a comprehensive set of

government liaison members of the Education Committee.

 Work with the regions and chapters to harmonize

scholarships and grants, including STEM teacher scholarships.

 Work with our industry members to promote synergy

among STEM programs; this will allow major movements in this area.



and make adjustments as necessary.

 Leverage technology to coordinate with and among

the regions and chapters more frequently.

 Review and revise chapter awards and incentives.

V. HEADQUARTERS REORGANIZATION



The focus throughout the Strategic Plan on enhanced engagement has prompted us to realign the AFCEA International headquarters staff. Key to this realignment is the

creation of the six engagement elements at the top of the

chart (below). The Defense, Intelligence, and Homeland

Security departments will focus on working with the entire

AFCEA structure on engagement of these constituencies

F. Strategic Priority 5: Chapter Operations

globally. The Industry Department will be responsible for

managing the life cycle relationships with all AFCEA corpo1. Issues:

rate members globally and engaging with prospective cor AFCEA has too many regions, and they are not optiporate members and participating non-member compamally aligned.

 Focused communications and support to the chapters nies. Regional and Chapter Outreach will coordinate the

activities of the Regional Vice Presidents and provide coorremain a challenge because of divergent agendas.

 The chapters, domestically and internationally, are not dination and headquarters support for the chapters worldthe same; AFCEA needs to understand this better and wide. The Vice President, EMEA Operations, AFCEA International/General Manager, AFCEA Europe remains respontailor programs and support more effectively.

sible for overseeing all activities in Europe, with the added

 Region and chapter governance remains inconsistent.

potential for the Middle East and Africa. The Vice Presi Some chapters are economically challenged and/or

dent, EMEA Operations, AFCEA International/General

lack effective community participation.

Manager, AFCEA Europe will coordinate with the Vice

President, Regional and Chapter Outreach to ensure a co2. Actions:

hesive and consistent approach to international opera Consolidate and integrate region and chapter support tions. The remaining elements of the headquarters apply

resources.

to all constituencies and will provide support to all within

 Reduce the number of regions and align better with

their areas of responsibility.

national relationships, mission, culture; use deputy

VI. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ELEMENT PLANS

RVPs as necessary.

Pages 9—32

 Institutionalize and implement the governance frameVII.

CUSTOMER

SUPPORT ELEMENT PLANS

work (bylaws, policies, and guidelines) from the GovPages 33—57

ernance Committee.



 Establish a process to monitor chapter status quarterly
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